MESSAGE

It gives me immense pleasure to learn that Arunachal Pradesh State Legislative Assembly Secretariat, in its endeavour to make governance transparent, is launching its website. It is a proud moment to see a website dedicated to showcase our emerging political history. I am confident, it will be informative and dynamic and prove useful to the citizens.

In today’s information savvy world, websites are the need of the hour for all institutions. This step not only encourages transparency but also promotes sharing of information. With all the information on our legislators, past and present, proceedings of the House, various committees formed and their functions, motions passed and resolutions adopted etc. it will definitely become the archive of the proud political history of Arunachal Pradesh.

I truly hope that the website will make user experience richer and more enjoyable with its compatibility, accessibility, extensibility and maintainability.

I wish this initiative of the Legislative Assembly the greatest success.

General JJ Singh,
PVSM, AVSM, VSM (Retd)